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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter provides the basic idea. It relates to the introduction of the 

research. It presents research background, research problems, research objectives, 

research significance, scope and limitation, and definition of the key terms. 

1.1    Research Background 

Narrative text is a text focusing on specific participants. Furthermore, it 

also has a social function to tell stories and past events and entertain the reader’s 

(Puguh, 2011). Narrative text has some elements, such as plot, theme, character, 

and setting. 

First, plot refers to the sequence of events inside a story which affects 

other events through the principle of cause and effect. The causal events of a plot 

can be thought of as a series of sentences linked by "and so". Plots can vary from 

simple structures. The term plot can serve as a verb and refer to a character 

planning future actions in the story. In narrative sense, a plot is a very important 

element (Bogarad and Zlotnik, 2008). 

Second, theme is the central topic a text treat. Themes can be divided into 

two categories: a work's thematic concept is what readers "think the work is 

about" and its thematic statement being "what the work says about the subject". 

The most common contemporary understanding of theme is an idea or point that 

is central to a story, which can often be summed in a single word (e.g. love, death, 

betrayal) Bogarad and Zlotnik, 2008). 
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Third, character is a person or other being in a narrative (such as a novel, 

play, television series, film, or video game). A character who stands as a 

representative of a particular class or group of people is known as a type. Types 

include both stock characters and those that are more fully individualized 

(Bogarad and Zlotnik, 2008). 

Fourth, setting is both the time and geographic location within a narrative 

or within a work of fiction. As a literary element, setting helps initiate the main 

backdrop and mood for a story. Setting has been referred to as a story world or 

milieu to include a context for instant society beyond the immediate surroundings 

of the story.  Elements of setting may include culture, historical, period, 

geography, and hour (Bogarad and Zlotnik, 2008). 

To prove the originality of this research as well as to provide previous 

studies, the researcher presents some studies that deal especially with the 

difficulties of reading narrative text. The first research is conducted by Amina 

(2017) who studied the difficulties of reading narrative text entitled “An Analysis 

of Student’s Difficulties in Reading Comprehension on Narrative Text”. In her 

study, she described English as a foreign language in MA SholatiyahKepandean. 

In her conclusions, she stated that the student’s difficulties in reading because of 

the students’ lack of vocabularies in English. Thus, it made the students were not 

interested in reading English text. As a result, the students did not understand the 

story and made them cannot answer the question of narrative text. 

Another research is done by Ismaya(2017) entitled “student’s difficulties 

in understanding reading narrative text at MTsN 3 Mataram”. She found that the 
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students’ difficulties in reading narrative text due to the students had a little time 

to read English text. It is because the students spent their spare mainly for 

religious activity. Moreover, she identified as well that other problems came from 

the limited vocabularies mastery and motivation in reading narrative text. 

Considering the previous studies, the researcher would like to conduct a 

similar research but with the different subject. Both previous studies were done in 

Java but the researcher tries to conduct a research with the different province 

(subject), Maluku. The researcher decides to conduct in Maluku since Maluku and 

Java has different socio-cultural aspects. Thus, the result of the study may differ.  

MTs Al-Hidayah Liang in Maluku Tengah still has a problem in reading 

English text, especially narrative text. It is revealed from the preliminary 

interview with English teachers. They stated that many students felt afraid and 

nervous when they read English text in front of their classmate. The teachers 

admitted that it was caused by the lack of listening and practicing reading English 

text. Based on the background above the researcher would like to do a research 

under the title: “The difficulties faced by students’ of MTs Al-Hidayah Liang in 

Reading narrative text”. 

 

1.2    Research Problem 

The topic is the difficulties faced by the student of MTs Al-Hidayah Liang 

in reading narrative text. Thus, based on the background and the topic, there are 

two questions formulated in this study.  
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1. What are the factors that cause the students’ difficulties in reading 

narrative text?  

2. What are the solutions according to the students’ opinion to solve their 

problem in reading narrative text? 

 

1.3    Research Objectives 

Based on research problem above, the researchers formulated two research 

objectives.  

1. To know students’ difficulties in reading narrative text.  

2. To know the students’ opinion on the solution to solve their problem in 

reading narrative text. 

 

1.4    Research Significance 

The significance of this research can be viewed in theoretical and 

practical. Theoretically, the researcher hopes that this research will give a theory 

as to why the student could not read narrative textproperly. Then, practically, the 

result of this research is hoped to be a problem solver and useful for the teacher to 

handle the students in the classroom. By knowing the result of this research, the 

teacher can use it as a parameter in doing their teaching process. 
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1.5    Scope and Limitation 

The scope of the study is focused on difficulties in reading narrative text. 

To avoid the deviations from the topic, the researcher limits at eight grade 

students of Mts Al-Hidayah Liang. 

1.6    Definition of Key Terms 

To avoid misunderstanding and misinterpretation and for the write of, this 

thesis is to give a definition of the key term as follows: 

Narrative is a text focusing specific participants. Its social function is to 

tell stories or past events and entertain the readers.  

Learning difficulty is a learning disorder that makes some individual 

difficult in study effectively.  

MTs Al-Hidayah Liang is one of the Islamic junior high schools located 

in Liang village, Central Maluku district, Central Maluku Province. 


